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Trust Management for Service-Oriented EnvironmentsSpringer, 2009

	The Web was originally created to enable the sharing of information among scientists. Sir Tim Berners-Lee first proposed the idea of creating a ?Web of information? when he suggested a solution to integrate three technologies: HTML (HyperText Markup Language), HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol), andWeb browsers [131]. HTML was proposed as a...
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Investing in Emerging Markets: The Rules of the GameApress, 2011

	You see it in every business paper or magazine. You hear it on every financial talk show. You are deluged with “facts” presented as certainty: China will be the number one economy. The BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India, China) will continue to outstrip the developed world in growth for decades to come. Emerging markets are...
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Making Crime Television: Producing Entertaining Representations of Crime for Television BroadcastRoutledge, 2013

	This book employs actor-network theory in order to examine how representations of crime are produced for contemporary prime-time television dramas. As a unique examination of the production of contemporary crime television dramas, particularly their writing process, Making Crime Television: Producing Entertaining Representations of...
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Japan’s Asian Diplomacy: Power Transition, Domestic Politics, and Diffusion of Ideas (Critical Studies of the Asia-Pacific)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		
			This book provides a comprehensive analysis of Japan’s Asian diplomacy under Prime Minister Shinz? Abe. Under the Kantei-centred policymaking system, Shinz? Abe has implemented assertive foreign policies with a slogan of ‘diplomacy taking a panoramic perspective of the world’. The analyses in...
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Learning Web Design: A Beginner's Guide to HTML, CSS, JavaScript, and Web GraphicsO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Hello and welcome to the fourth edition of Learning Web Design.
	


	
		So much has happened since the previous edition! Just when it looked like
	
		things were beginning to settle down with the adoption of web standards
	
		by the browser creators and the development community, along comes the
	
		“Mobile...
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Job Interviews For Dummies (Career/Education)For Dummies, 2008
Job interviews are crucial meetings that seal the deal on who gets hired. But, since the previous edition of Job Interviews for Dummies was published, everything about the interview process has changed in ways you need to know about and get comfortable with beforehand.
    This completely revised and updated 3rd Edition...
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Game Developer's MarketplaceCoriolis Group Books, 1998
In 1995 I got a call from Keith Weiskamp, who wanted me to turn a bunch of notes I was putting out on the Internet into a book about game development. That book became the Ultimate Game Developer’s Sourcebook, and it was a chance for me to really document an industry I love. It will forever hold a special place in my life.

As I set...
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Annotated C# StandardMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2007

	This book is an annotated version of the C# Language Standard, created by adding around 400
	separate annotations to the complete text of the Standard. The Standard was formally adopted
	as ISO Standard 23270:2006 in April 2006 and published in August 2006, and adopted as Ecma
	International Standard 334 version 4 in June 2006. Microsoft...
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Windows Security Monitoring: Scenarios and PatternsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2018

	Dig deep into the Windows auditing subsystem to monitor for malicious activities and enhance Windows system security


	Written by a former Microsoft security program manager, DEFCON "Forensics CTF" village author and organizer, and CISSP, this book digs deep into the Windows security auditing subsystem to help you...
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Swarm Intelligence: Introduction and Applications (Natural Computing Series)Springer, 2008
The laws that govern the collective behavior of social insects, flocks of birds, or fish schools continue to mesmerize researchers. While individuals are rather unsophisticated, in cooperation they can solve complex tasks, a prime example being the ability of ant colonies to find shortest paths between their nests and food sources. Task-solving...
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Smashing UX Design: Foundations for Designing Online User ExperiencesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The ultimate guide to UX from the world’s most popular resource for web designers and developers


	Smashing Magazine is the world′s most popular resource for web designers and developers and with this book the authors provide the ideal resource for mastering User Experience Design (UX). 

...
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Modelling Urban Development with Geographical Information Systems and Cellular AutomataCRC Press, 2008
Urban development and migration from rural to urban areas are impacting prime agricultural land and natural landscapes, particularly in the less developed countries. These phenomena will persist and require serious study by those monitoring global environmental change. To address this need, various models have been devised to analyze urbanization...
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